Everyone's heard of the book, the *Guinness World Records*. Check out some of the funniest records in the 2014 edition. Warning: you may have to laugh out loud!

Do the preparation task first. Then watch the video and do the exercises. Remember you can read the transcript at any time.

**Preparation: matching**

Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–h next to the numbers 1–8.

1. astonishing
2. bonus
3. cute
4. Guinness World Records
5. a skateboard
6. talent
7. memorabilia
8. roadworthy

- b. ability
- c. amazing
- d. fit for use on roads
- e. collectibles or memorable things
- f. sweet
- g. extra
- h. a narrow board on wheels, ridden standing up

---

1. **Check your understanding: multiple choice**

Circle the best answer to these questions.

1. What is the largest walking robot?
   - a. A lizard
   - b. A dragon
   - c. A bird

2. Where does Leilani Franko, who does the 'most full body revolutions', come from?
   - a. New York
   - b. Washington
   - c. Florida

3. What does Leilani Franko do with her feet?
   - a. Pour water
   - b. Pour tea
   - c. Pour coffee

4. How far did Happy the goat travel on a skateboard?
   - a. 36 metres in 25 seconds
   - b. 25 metres in 36 seconds
   - c. 63 metres in 52 seconds
5. What is the world's smallest dog called?
   a. Millie  
   b. Tillie  
   c. Molly

6. Which film did the largest collection of memorabilia come from?
   a. Star Trek  
   b. Z Wars  
   c. Star Wars

7. Which race did the woman run in her golden high-heeled shoes?
   a. A 100m sprint  
   b. A 150m sprint  
   c. A 50m sprint

8. How tall is the smallest woman?
   a. 2ft 10 inches tall  
   b. 2ft 7/10ths of an inch  
   c. 2ft 7 inches tall

### Discussion
Which record did you think was the funniest?
Which one was the most surprising for you?

- *I really liked …*
- *I preferred …*
- *I think that …*

### Vocabulary Box
Write any new words you have learnt in this lesson.